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Advanced information systems require the orchestration of many components, including ontologies or knowledge graphs, and efficient data management, in order to provide a means for better informed decision-making and to keep up with new requirements in organisational needs. A major question in delivering such systems, is which components to design and put together to create a ‘knowledge to data’ pipeline, as each component and process has trade-offs, such as the computational complexity of the representation and query languages, which reasoning services that operate under an open or closed world, and maintainability. Such a combination of knowledge with data is named with various terms, including ontology-based data access (OBDA) [4], with (virtual) knowledge graphs gaining in popularity in research and industry (e.g., [12, 15]). OBDA has become synonymous with the approach of declaring a mapping layer between knowledge represented in an OWL file and data stored in a relational database whilst using query rewriting in answering conjunctive queries. That mapping layer is known to be costly both computationally [7] and in design and maintenance [10]. Also, database users may want to retain full SQL expressiveness when querying data, and remain within the closed world assumption they are more familiar with cf. the open world assumption in OBDA systems.

In an attempt to avoid these issues, an “Abstract Relational Model” (ARM) with special object identifiers and a strict extension to SQL for path queries (SQLP) has been proposed [3] and experimentally shown to simplify queries [11]. This approach avoids the costly mapping layer through transformations and offers more than full SQL, but the ARM is not an ontology. Put differently this ARM+SQLP falls short of the knowledge layer.

We aim to address this limitation of the ARM+SQLP option. To this end, we introduce a new knowledge-to-data architecture, KnowID: Knowledge-driven Information and Data access. It pulls together both recently proposed components of the knowledge layer and, to complete the pipeline, we add novel transformation rules between EER and the ARM, which enhances and adapts rules from the regular EER-to/from-Relational Model (RM) transformation with important additional expressiveness. KnowID’s components and the addition to ARM+SQLP is visualised in Fig. 1. Regarding the four steps in the top block: 1) If the model is not in EER, one can convert it into EER by means of a meta-model or common core (e.g., [5, 9]); 2) If the EER diagram was not formalised...
yet, one of the logic-based reconstructions may be used (e.g., [2, 14]) that, ideally, supports all that KnowID supports as modelling language features: entity type (weak and strong), n-ary relationship \((n \geq 2)\), attribute, basic cardinality constraints \((0..n, 0..1, 1, 1..n)\) and identifier, entity type subsumption, and disjointness and covering constraints; 3) inferences can be computed (e.g., with a DL reasoner) and undesirable deductions dealt with by the modeller as usual; and 4) materialising the deductions amounts to modifying the EER diagram by adding the acceptable deductions to the model, in a similar fashion as used to be possible in the earlier Prot´eg´e tool for OWL [6]. The model resulting from completing step 4 is the one that will be closed and transformed into an ARM by means of our proposed set of rules and then used for querying the data.

KnowID’s functionality is thus similar to OBDA systems [4] and to ‘enhanced’ databases such as OnToMinD [1]: one can reason and pose queries at the knowledge layer—i.e., supporting a user in what to query, without the labour-intensive discovery of how and where—that will be evaluated over an ‘intelligent’ database that avails of the formally represented knowledge in the conceptual data model or ontology. Architecturally, a distinct practical advantage is that it achieves this through a series of automated transformations that are linear in the model’s size, rather than (manual or automated) specifications of non-trivial mappings in a separate mapping layer. Further advantages are closed world assumption commonly used in information systems and full SQL augmented with path queries. The latter has been shown in user experiments to make query formulation faster with at least the same level of accuracy or fewer errors [11, 8], and discovery through paths is seen as essential for data integration [13].

We are currently implementing the EER↔ARM transformation rules as a first step toward concretely realising KnowID as a usable and scalable software system.
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